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Here horses and oxen were to be seen dotting its smooth surface 
as they waded about, showing little more than their backs over the 
grass. At last the evidences of civilisation increased as we 
approached Panama, and after two days' hard riding we were glad 
to spur our jaded steeds along its narrow streets. 

XII.--On the Specific Gravity, Temperature, and Currents of 
the Seas passed through during Voyages from England to India, 
leaving England July 1st, and returning about the middle ofApril. 
By HENRY TOYNBEE, F.R.A.S., and F.R.G.S., Master Mariner. 

Read, May 8, 1865. 

THE constant repetition of certain facts, recurring in the same 
place at the same time of year, observed on five of these voyages 
during the last five years, has led me to think that they may be 
interesting to the Royal Geographical Society, as pointing to some 
important conclusions in the physical geography of the sea. 

First, the specific gravity of the sea seems to average about 
1-027 in the higher latitudes, both in the North and South At- 
lantic and the Southern Indian Ocean, and to decrease on ap- 
proaching the Equator; for instance, towards the end of July, in 
160 or 170 N. lat., it is about 1-026, in 15' N. lat. it is about 1-025, 
and in 80 N. lat. it is 

1"0245, 
which is the lowest specific gravity 

we get on the outward passage in the Atlantic Oceans. There can 
be little doubt but that the cause of this decrease is the rain which 
falls between the north-east and south-east trades; the sun being 
far north at this season of the year, the north-east trades only 
extend to about 150 N., and a south-west monsoon is met with 
about 12' N., which turns into the south-east trade in about 4' N. 
On our homeward voyage, early in March, the lowest specific gra- 
vity in these latitudes is 

1"023 
in about 3' N. lat., the north-east 

trade at that season extending as low as 40 N. lat. 
In the Southern Indian Ocean the mean of five voyages gives 

the specific gravity as follows:- 
Specific Gravity. 

30' s. lat. 
g 

Middle of September .... 1-0271 
790 E. long. Temperature 82". 
200 s. lat. 

, 
Middle of September .... 

1"0257 820 E. long. Temperature 700. 
100 s. lat. 

g 
End of September .... 1'0248 

800 E. long. Temperature 76-50. 
300 s. lat. Early in Febrlary ... 1"0253 440 E. long. Temperature 76V. 
200 s. lat. 

g 
End of January ...... 1-0246 

730 E. long. Temperature 780. 
100 s. lat. Middle of January .... 

1"0235 830 
E. long.? Temperature 81'. 
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showing that the rain which falls south of the Line in January and 
February tends to lower the specific gravity of the whole ocean, 
for in September it is 0-0001 to 0-0002 higher than in January. 

In the Bay of Bengal the mean of five voyages gives :- 
Specific Gravity. 

200 w. lat. Middle of October.. .. .. 1020 
880 E. long. Temperature 820. 
200 N. lat. End of December ...... 1"022 
850 E. long. j Temperature 760. 

This difference may be imputed to the freshes which flow from 
the Ganges, Godavery, and other large rivers in October, as well 
as to the large amount of rain at that season. 

Secondly, I will remark on the temperature of the surface-water, 
which I have been in the habit of observing five times a day. 

We passed the Cape Verde Islands towards the end of July 
each voyage, three times to the eastward, and twice to the westward 
of them. In 200 N. lat. the temperature of the sea was 730 to the 
eastward, and 750 to the westward of them. This cooler sea may 
be caused by part of the cold-water current which flows to the 
northward along the western coast of Southern Africa. 

About the 29th of July, in 80 N. lat., we met with a surface 
temperature of about 81', and the current setting to the eastward; 
while on the Equator, during the first week in August, we came 
upon a cold current. As it may be useful for reference, I give the 
data extracted from the five logs, which shows the coldest water 
experienced on crossing the Line :- 

Current. Surface 
Date. Latitude. Longitude. Specific Direction and 

Tempe- 
Remarks. 

Gravity. Rate in rature 24 Hours. 

1860. o 0 0 0 m. o 
Aug. 6 0 6 N. 27 48 w. 1*0257 N. 87 w. 57 75 

1861. 
July 31 0 30 N. 20 44w. 1,026 N. 30 w. 19 74-2 From 20 N. to 10o s. the sea 

was 74,50. 
1862. 

Aug. 9 1 51s. 27 3w. 1*026 s. 60 w. 46 
75"4 

1863. 
Aug. 4 0 07 N. 17 26w. 010255 N. 24 E. 18 69*9 Between 30 N. and ? os. the 

sea was not above 750. 
between 10 30' N. and 00 30) 
s. it was 700 to 710. 

1864. 
Aug. 2 4 57 N. 16 54 w. 1#0255 w. 22 E. 25 75 Between these observations 

the water was 790; on the 
,,7 2 25 s. 28 00w. 1'0255 s. 72 w. 30 75,3 3rd and 4th the current set 

to the N.E., and on the 5th 
and 6th to the s.w. 

It will be seen here that twice in 170 w. the cold water was 
going to the north-east. In 1864 we came into the cold water 
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again in 280 w. long., when it was setting to the south-west, 30 
miles in 24 hours. Between these two cold spots the temperature 
was up to 79'. One is naturally led to conclude that this cold 
water comes from the southward, and curves sharp to the westward 
shortly after crossing the Line, in about 17' w. long. The further 
east, the colder the water: once from 10 30' N. lat. to 00 30' s. lat., 
even down to 70', making the air quite cool and damp, with a 
slight haze, and this when the south-east trade had set in steadily, 
with blue sky and no rain. 

On the homeward voyage, when crossing the Line early in 
March, this cold current seldom differs more than two or three 
degrees from the surrounding sea. If we suppose that this cold 
water travels north along the west coast of Africa, it may well be 
colder in August, after a southern winter, than in March, after a 
southern summer. It is a curious fact that we find water off the 
Cape 8' warmer than this equatorial current. 

Not having been east of the meridian of 17' w. when crossing 
the Line in the Atlantic, I am not able to say how near the coast of 
Africa the cold-water current runs, but as the water on the Agulhas 
Bank and in Table Bay is cold, I suppose it keeps close in to the 
land. Maury's chart of sea-drift, &c., in that invaluable work, his 
'Sailing Directions,' leads us to expect that the sea-water travels 
south along the West Coast of Africa. The small black arrows on 
the accompanying chart show the direction in which I think the 
cold current runs. 

Towson, in his useful pamphlet on 'Icebergs in the Southern 
Ocean' (printed for the Board of Trade and Admiralty), gives a 
chart on which he describes the tracks of icebergs. I have found 
that the tracks of icebergs extend much further to the eastward 
than Towson indicated on his chart. 

His data lead him to suppose that they come to a standstill in 
400 s, lat. and 150 w. long., and then, after hanging for some time, 
move off to the south-eastward. Now, this is confirmed by our 
having for five voyages passed through a patch of cold water, some- 
times down to 47', in about 390 s. lat. and 50 E. long., which is, I 
suppose, the spot in which we come nearest to the curved lines on 
his chart which show the direction of the ice-bearing currents. The 
table (p. 150) gives my observations in this cold spot, and it will 
be noticed that, with one exception, the current was to the south- 
east, as Towson would lead us to expect. 

Again, the water on the Agulhas Bank and in Table Bay is 
remarkably cold, showing that its source is not the Mosambique 
current. Lying at anchor in Table Bay in February (the corre- 
sponding month to our August), we found the water down to 510 
(the same temperature as we found at the entrance of the English 
Channel in March), when the day before we entered the bay in 
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350 16' s. lat. and 220 54' E. long., it was 7050'; and four days 
before, in 330 15' s. lat. and 300 40' E. long., it was 78'30. Again, 
after running 90 miles due west from Table Bay, the temperature 
of the sea rose 190. We may naturally conclude that Table Bay 
gets its cold water from this ice-bearing sea, and that the same 
water runs northward along the west coast of Africa, and forms 
the Atlantic equatorial current, and is also one of the causes of the 
dampness from which the West Coast of Africa suffers. No doubt 
the inhabitants of Cape Town are benefited by the cold water of 
Table Bay in several ways; one may leave the town overcome with 
heat, and find the temperature of an English March on board a 
ship at anchor in the bay. They may also thank it for the abun- 
dance of fish which may be had just for the taking. When lying 
there in February of this year, my crew were hauling in large 
crawfish almost as quickly as they chose, and the fishermen of the 
place beating about were catching snook (Thyrsites Atun) in the 
same profusion, making the whole bay a scene of most picturesque 
and enlivening interest. 

One can scarcely avoid contrasting the climates of Natal and 
Cape Town. The former is said to abound in tropical productions 
which will not grow at all in the latter. No doubt the cause of 
this is that Natal has a current of a temperature of 780 running 
by it all the year round, while Cape Town is surrounded with a 
cushion of cold water down to 510 in the height of summer. 

Current. Surfa 
Date. Latitude. Longitude. Specific Direction and Remarks. 

eGravity. 
Rate in rature. 24 Hours. 

1860. 0 
om.0 Aug. 31 39 50 s. 2 45 E. 1'027 

s. 
74 E. 14 472 In this cold water we had 

ragged-looking hail-squalls ; 
the sea kept cool to 390 t4r 
s. and 140 37' E., when it 

1861. suddenly rose 150. 

Aug. 21 38 39 s. 5 18 E. 
1"0275 

s. 77 w, 10 49.7 A heavy squall: the sea 80 
warmer the next day. 

1862. In 3 days. 
Sept. 1 40 06 s. 9 41 E. 1'027 s. 12 E.62 48'8 Sharp squalls: the sea 7i 

warmer the next day. 
1863. 

Aug. 23 38 18 s. 5 20 E. 1'027 s. 86 E. 38 51 High w.s.wY. sea: the sea 100 
warmer the next day. 

1864. In 3 days. 
Aug. 29 39 24 s. 6 40 E. 

1"027 
s. 42 E. 45 50 Wind shifted to w. in a 

squall: the sea 130 warmer 
in 140 56' E. long. 

We will now return to the patch of cold water in 39' s. lat. and 
50 E. long., where sharp hail-squalls and unsettled weather prevail. 
From this position we endeavour to steer east, keeping in about 
400 s. lat., and when in about 17' E. long. we have each voyage 
suddenly come into water above 600. By the time we get to 230 
E. long. we have our warmest water, sometimes up to 670; but the 
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most remarkable part of it is, that we pass through streaks of hot 
and cold water, although sailing along in the same latitude. This 
kind of remark is very common in my logs :-9 A.M., long. 
180 20' E., surface-water 550. 3 P.m., surface-water up to 67'. 
These fitful changes are quite the order of the day in 40' s. lat., 
from the meridian of Greenwich to 50' E. long., where we have 
each voyage come into a colder patch of water, sometimes down to 
40?. In the changeable water we have a very high confused sea, 
and in this colder patch frequent hail-squalls. The current is 
generally to the eastward, seldom exceeding a mile an hour; 
though once in 240 E. long., whilst passing from water at the tem- 
perature of 66' down to water at 560, we experienced an easterly 
current of 80 miles in 24 hours. (See foregoing Table). 

The streaks of warm water contain all the beautifully-shaped 
and coloured shells and crustaceans which we have found in the 
equatorial regions, whilst the streaks of cold water have a different 
class of inhabitants. The specific gravity of the cold water is 
about 1-027. 

Here is the table extracted from five logs :- 

Current. Surface 
Date. Latitude. Longitude. Specific Directionand Teme- Remarks. 

Gravity. Rate in rature. 24 Hours. 

1860. o 0 
, 

m. 0 
Sept. 14 40 58 s. 50 00 E. 1'027 s. 76 E. 25 44.5 This was at 6 A.M., having 

fallen 170 since 8 P.M. of 
the evening before, with so 
confused a sea that we had 
rolled a main top-gallant 
mast away; by 9 A.M. it 
was 54* 50; and at 3 P.M. 

1861. on the 15th it was 
47"30. 

Aug. 31 40 02 s. 52 35 E. 1'0275 E. 64 45'8 The day before the sea was 
59.50, and the day after 

1862. 5920. 

Sept. 9 41 24 s, 41 00 E. 1'0275 N, 55 w.9 44 After running about 300 
miles to the eastward the 
sea was 560; and after 90 
miles more to the eastward 

1863. it was down to 440 again. 

Aug. 31 40 15 s. 43 40 E, I '0265 N. 751 E. 10 46'2 At 8 P.M. of the 30th, only 
100 miles further w., it was 
610; and at 8 P.M. of the 
31st, about 100 miles further 
E., it was 600, and a heavy 

1864. N.w. gale blowing. 
Sept. 11 42 50 s, 47 50 E. 1027 Easterly. 40 The sea had been below 500, 

from 320 16' E. long., with 
foggy weather; on the 12th 
at 3 P.M. it was up to 580. 
In this cold water we had 
a current of a mile an hour 
to the eastward. 

Mr. Towson quotes the log of Captain Newland, of the Cham- 
pion of the Seas, to prove " that the thermometer not only indicates 
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the approach towards ice, but also the amount of ice we may expect 
to meet with. In lat. 580 30' s. he passed two icebergs, the tem- 
perature of the water being 440, and that of the air 42'." Now, 
this passage, in connexion with the above table, shows that we in 
420 36' s. lat. and 500 E. long. had water 40 colder than the 
Champion of the Seas, nearly 1000 miles further south, and she 
actually passing two icebergs at the time. It will be noticed that 
when in 50' E. long. the further south the colder the water, and 
probably ice was very near us. 

In giving the data of this cold patch as extracted from the logs, 
I would call special attention to the remarks made with each day, 
where it will be seen that a jump of 180 was made in the tempera- 
ture between the 11th and 12th of September, 1864, and that this 
contest between the hot and cold water caused such a sea that we 
once rolled a top-gallant mast away. On September 3rd, 1862, 
the following remark was made:-" Sea green and confused; the 
surface-temperature has risen from 

50"5? 
to 65-30, and thence the 

confused weather; wind at one time light, and then a heavy gale; 
obliged to carry sail to keep ahead of the sea." 

Again, referring to Towson's chart and pamphlet, he tells us that 
about the meridian of Greenwich the ice comes down from 150 w. 
long. and 400 s. lat., travelling in a south-easterly direction; and 
adds, " I have been unable to determine whether it again changes 
its course to E. by N., or returns by a vortical current to the 
neighbourhood of the Horn." Still, his chart gives a large number 
of icebergs seen about the Marion and Crozet Islands. Is it not, 
then, reasonable to suppose that the north-easterly course of the 
icebergs which came round the Horn is checked by the immense 
body of warm water which comes down the Mosambique? This 
warm water, after rushing south-west along the Agulhas Bank, re- 
curves to the eastward, as is proved by the easterly current which 
we experience in 40' s. lat. This is analogous to the Gulf Stream 
in the northern hemisphere, and is no doubt caused partly by the 
decrease in the diameters of the parallels of latitude as the water 
travels south, just reversing the origin of the easting in our trade 
winds. Again, this warm water meets the ice-bearing current tra- 
velling to the eastward, causes it to come to a standstill, and even- 
tually they both go to the eastward, pressing as it were upon each 
other, one prevailing at one time, and the other at another, until 
they arrive in 50' E. long., where we meet with the cold patch. 
In this position the source of the warm water being left to the 
westward, the cold current gets the upper hand; so much so that 
about the middle of September even up to 300 s. lat. we have colder 
water in the Indian Ocean than in the same latitude in the Atlantic 
about the middle of August. Now, September is a warmer month 
than August in the southern hemisphere, and generally the At- 
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lantic is a few degrees colder than the Indian Ocean in the same 
latitude, but not so in this case; for instance :- 

Middle of August in 300 s. lat. and 250 w. long., the surface-water 64'. 
Middle of September in 30' s. lat. and 790 E. long., the surface-water 610. 
It seems, then, most probable that if it were not for the rush of 

warm water from the Indian Ocean down the Mosambique Channel, 
the large masses of ice which are known to travel to the north- 
eastward, and to come so near the Cape of Good Hope, would 
travel further on the same course, and render the passage round 
that Cape much more dangerous than it is. Further, there seems 
reason to suppose that this ice-bearing current divides into two, 
part of it supplying the remarkably cold water which is found in 
Table Bay, and then running north, forms an equatorial current of 
so low a temperature as 70', the other part carrying the ice which 
Towson finds crossing the meridian of Greenwich in a south- 
easterly direction. This ice is most probably fended off by the 
cwu6.ion of warm water, and being obliged to work round its 
southern edge, travels to the north-east again, forming another 
curve east of the Cape of Good Hope, like that which Towson 
gives east of Cape Horn. But thanks to the influence of the warm 
water with which it is in contact, much is wasted away before it 
gets north of the Crozets; still, Towson gives several icebergs on 
that spot, and I have once met them there myself, while the very 
cold water which we ahlways find there shows that something of the 
kind must happen. If the ice does incline to the north after 
dipping to the southward round the warm water off the Cape, it 
supports Towson's theory, that there is as much ice to be met with 
in lower latitudes as in 51' s. lat. So that 52' is the best latitude 
to choose as the southern limit for going to Australia. 

In considering the subject of the best track for the outward 
voyage, Mr. Towson remarks on the loss of the Guiding Star, with 
all hands, on a large berg in the part of the sea marked dangerous 
for ice on his chart, and through which his composite route runs, 
adding, "Under these circumstances I have hesitated whether it 
might not have been desirable to modify the outward composite 
track now generally adopted, by delaying to cross the fortieth 
parallel till the longitude of 100 E. is attained ..... We do not 
at present feel ourselves called upon to press this alteration." 
Now, I cannot help thinking that the alteration he hints at would 
be a very good one, as the winds and currents in this part are 
generally favourable, and there would certainly be less risk of run- 
ning upon ice. 

Before leaving this subject, I would suggest that as the sea on 
the Agulhas Bank is always several degrees colder than that to the 
eastward of it, the thermometer is a very good guide to tell a ship 
when she is coming near the land. 
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